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The effect of the antiferromagnetic spin flop on exchange bias has been investigated in antiferromagnetic
(MnF2) –ferromagnetic~Fe! bilayers.Cooling andmeasuringin fields larger than the antiferromagnetic spin-
flop field, HSF , causes an irreversible reduction of the magnitude of the exchange bias field,HE . This
indicates that, contrary to what is normally assumed, the interface spin structure does not remain ‘‘frozen in’’
below TN if large enough fields are applied.
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Exchange bias,HE , is the shift of the hysteresis loo
along the field axis in systems with ferromagnetic~FM!–
antiferromagnetic~AFM! interfaces.1 This shift is induced by
a unidirectional exchange anisotropy created if the FM/AF
system is cooled~or grown! in a static magnetic field to
below the Ne´el temperature of the AFM.1–5 Despite the tech-
nological interest in these structures for spin valve devic6

there is little basic understanding of the phenomenon. F
the theoretical point of view, theories based on AF
domains,7–11 spin waves,12 FM domains,13–15 or uncompen-
sated interface spins16 have been proposed to explain e
change bias quantitatively. Also, recent experimental stu
aimed at understanding basic phenomena, such as 90 °
AFM coupling,17,18the role of the FM transition temperatur
TC ,19 memory effects,20,21 reversible techniques to measu
HE ,15,22,23 or artificial AFM-FM systems,24 have been re-
ported. Of special interest, both theoretically and experim
tally, is the interface spin structure.1 However, although it
probably controls exchange bias, little is known about it. F
example, it is commonly assumed that the AFM spin str
ture at the interface, due to the AFM/FM exchange coupli
is ‘‘frozen in’’ when crossing the AFM Ne´el temperature,
TN .1 Therefore, the exchange bias field, for AFM samp
with large grains, usually remains independent of the num
of flux reversals, i.e., notraining effectis observed.1 More-
over, it has been shown that large cooling fields can af
the exchange bias field.25–29 For example, FeF2-Fe and
MnF2-Fe bilayers cooled in large fields exhibit hystere
loops that shift in the direction of the applied field~i.e.,posi-
tive exchange bias!,25–27contrary to what is observed in mo
systems. Thus, the interface spin structure can be mod
with the cooling field in some systems. However, this n
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~10!/6455~4!/$15.00
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spin structure also remains ‘‘frozen’’ belowTN , i.e., positive
exchange bias systems do not exhibit training effects.25,27

If an AFM bulk system is subject to a very large magne
field applied along its anisotropy axis there is a thresh
field above which having the spin sublattices parallel a
antiparallel to the applied field is energetically unfavorab
Thus, the spins ‘‘flop’’ to a configuration where both subla
tices are perpendicular to the applied field.30 However, if the
field is applied away from the AFM anisotropy axis the e
fect is drastically reduced.31 This transition, denotedspin flop
~SF!, has been extensively studied in MnF2 single
crystals32,33 amongst other AFM’s.30

In this paper we discuss the effect of the AFM spin flop
exchange biased MnF2-Fe bilayers. We observe that crossin
the AFM spin-flop field,HSF , both in cooling and measuring
below TN has a strong, irreversible, effect in exchange bi
mainly reducing the magnitude ofHE . The results indicate
that contrary to what is commonly assumed, the ‘‘frozen i
interface spin structure can be changedirreversiblybelowTN
when crossing the SF-AFM phase boundary.

The spin-flop phase diagram of MnF2,32 is shown sche-
matically in Fig. 1. As can be observed in the figure, wh
lowering the temperature from aboveTN , MnF2 exhibits a
paramagnetic~PM!-AFM transition in the field range 0,H
&120 kOe. For larger fields, the transition becomes PM-
Well below TN , MnF2 undergoes two transitions with in
creasing field, from AFM to SF and at larger fields from S
to PM. For example, atT510 K the AFM-SF transition
occurs atHAFM2SF'90 kOe, while HAFM2SF'110 kOe
and HAFM2SF'120 kOe forT550 K and T561 K, re-
spectively. The SF-PM transitions take place at much lar
fields ~not shown in Fig. 1!. In this study we performed two
types of experiments:~i! field cooling experiments, consist
R6455 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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ing of cooling in different fields,HFC , from aboveTN , to
the measuring temperature (T510, 50, and 61 K!. When the
measuring temperature is reached, the field is reduced tH
50.6 kOe and a hysteresis loop with maximum applied fi
of Hmax560.6 kOe is carried out;~ii ! maximum applied
field experiments, in which the sample is cooled in a sm
field, HFC52 kOe, toT510 K, where consecutive hyste
esis loops of increasing maximum applied fieldHmax are
carried out. In the field cooling experiment we follow diffe
ent horizontal dotted lines~cooling paths! in Fig. 1 until the
measuring temperature is reached, after which we follow
vertical dotted line toH50.6 kOe. Thus, depending onHFC
andT we cross different phase transition lines. For examp
for HFC5100 kOe we cross the PM-AFM line atT
'67 K while at T'25 K we cross the AFM-SF line
~shown with a square in Fig. 1!. Finally, at certain tempera
tures, when reducing the field we cross again the SF-A
line ~shown with a circle in Fig. 1!. Note that depending on
HFC and T we either cross only the PM-AFM phase lin
~e.g., HFC5100 kOe for T550 and 61 K andHFC
5120 kOe forT561 K in Fig. 1! or the PM-AFM, AFM-
SF, and SF-AFM lines~e.g.,HFC5120 kOe and 10 kOe fo
T510 K andHFC5120 kOe forT550 K in Fig. 1!. In the
maximum applied field experiment we follow the horizon
dash-dot line in the cooling procedure, crossing the P
AFM line. At T510 K we follow the vertical dash-dot line
Note that depending on the maximum applied field, we eit
remain in the AFM phase or cross the AFM-SF phase lin

The growth of the MnF2-Fe bilayers on MgO~100! has
been described elsewhere.27 Briefly, the different layers were
grown by sequentiale-beam evaporation, MnF2 (65 nm at a
rate of 0.2 nm/s! at TS5300 °C and Fe~14 nm at a rate of
0.1 nm/s! grown atTS5150 °C. A buffer layer of ZnF2 ~25
nm at a rate of 0.2 nm/s! was grown atTS5200 °C to im-
prove the crystallinity of the AFM layer. Finally, the bilaye
were capped by 3 nm of Al at a rate of 0.05 nm/s atTS
5150 °C, to prevent oxidation. The MnF2 layer grows
‘‘quasiepitaxially’’ ~twinned! in the ~110! direction with a
rocking curve width of about 2°, while the Fe layer is pol

FIG. 1. Schematic field versus temperature phase diagram
MnF2 single crystals~Ref. 32!, where PM, AFM and SF correspon
to the paramagnetic, antiferromagnetic and spin-flop phases, re
tively. The dotted lines show different cooling paths (HFC

5100 kOe andHFC5120 kOe), where the squares indicate t
AFM-SF transition, while the circles show the SF-AFM transitio
in the field cooling procedure.
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crystalline. Note that we will refer to the 0° direction as th
AFM anisotropy axis (̂001&) and its corresponding twin
while the 45° direction is the one at 45° of the AFM aniso
ropy axis and its corresponding twin.

The magnetic measurements were carried out using
brating sample VSM (Hmax5120 kOe) and superconduc
ing quantum interference device~SQUID! (Hmax
570 kOe) magnetometers. The samples are cooled f
150 K @i.e., aboveTN(MnF2)567.3 K] to the measuring
temperature in the presence of different cooling fields (HFC
50.10–120 kOe) along the 0° or 45° directions. Hystere
loops were measured at several temperatures with diffe
maximum applied fields in the rangeHmax50.6–120 kOe.
Note that the remanent fields of both apparatus were c
fully measured and correcteda posteriori.

We should point out that in some systems magnetiza
measurements only give a lower limit of the interfac
coupling.15 The strong anisotropy in the AFM and the a
sence of training effects imply this is not the case here.

For the field cooling experiment, atT510 K, HE exhib-
its a strong dependence on the cooling field,HFC , for mod-
erate cooling fields (HFC,70 kOe) applied along the 0°
direction, as can be seen in the inset of Fig. 2.HE changes
monotonically from negative exchange bias to positive
change bias~for HFC.10 kOe), similar to what is observe
when cooling along 45°.27 However, if HFC along 0°, ex-
ceeds 90 kOe, the magnitude ofHE exhibits a sharp reduc
tion ~Fig. 2!. Moreover, if the cooling field is applied alon
45°, going beyond cooling fields ofHFC590 kOe has no
evident effect~Fig. 2!. As shown in Fig. 3, if the sample is
cooled along 0° toT550 K ~instead of toT510 K) in
different HFC , HE increases steadily up toHFC
5110 kOe, while showing a decrease inHE for HFC
5120 kOe. In turn, if the sample is cooled along 0° toT
561 K in differentHFC , HE exhibits no anomaly~Fig. 3!
up to HFC5120 kOe. Looking at the spin-flop phase di
gram ~Fig. 1!, at T510 K the spin-flop field is aboutHSF
'90 kOe, coinciding with the onset of the downturn ofHE
at T510 K ~see Fig. 2!. Moreover, HSF(T550 K)
'110 kOe, consequently the step inHE(HFC) occurs for

or

ec-

FIG. 2. Dependence of the exchange bias field,HE , on the
cooling field,HFC , at T510 K when cooling along 0° (s) and
45°(,) for large cooling fields. The inset shows the dependence
HE on HFC atT510 K when cooling along 0° for small fields. Th
lines are guides to the eye.
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HFC.110 kOe ~see Fig. 3!. Similarly, HSF(T561 K)
'120 kOe, thus no anomaly inHE(HFC) is observed when
the sample is cooled toT561 K ~see Fig. 3!. If a new spin
structure was ‘‘frozen in’’ for largeHFC , one would expect
changes inHE at each measuring temperature. However,
shown in Figs. 2 and 3 forHFC5100 or 110 kOe there is
only a reduction inHE for T510 K. This indicates that the
step inHE(HFC) is not induced atTN , but when crossing the
SF-AFM line at the measuring temperature~see circles in
Fig. 1!. The results also indicate that contrary to the AF
spin-flop transition for single crystals, the AFM spin flo
probed by exchange bias isnot reversible. In summary, the
AFM ~or FM! spin structure at the interface doesnot remain
frozen belowTN , but changes irreversibly when crossing t
AFM-SF phase boundary.

It could be argued that crossing the AFM-SF line at hi
temperatures~square in Fig. 1! and then crossing the SF
AFM line at low temperatures~circle in Fig. 1! are not
equivalent, and this could induce irreversibility. Thus, w
carried out the maximum applied field experiment.

Figure 4 shows that after cooling in a small field (HFC
52 kOe) toT510 K the exchange bias,HE , is indepen-
dent of the maximum field reached during the measurem
of the hysteresis loops up toHmax580 kOe. For larger
maximum applied fields the magnitude ofHE decreases to
about half. If after aHmax570 kOe (H,HSF) hysteresis
loop a Hmax50.6 kOe is sequentially measured,HE dis-
plays no change. However, if one carries out aHmax
50.6 kOe hysteresis loop after aHmax5120 kOe (H
.HSF) one,HE is almost zero, i.e., drastically different from
both the original Hmax50.6 kOe (HE'237 Oe) and
Hmax5120 kOe (HE'220 Oe) loops. Hence, as show
in Fig. 4, irreversibility is also found when carrying out hys
teresis loops of increasing maximum field. In this case,
SF-AFM ~AFM-SF! line is crossed at the same temperatu
It is noteworthy that the coercivity,HC , shows only small
anomalies~usually within the experimental error! whereHE
shows discontinuities. Some of these experiments were
carried out for FeF2 /Fe bilayers@at T510 K HSF(FeF2)
5400 kOe#. None of the experiments showed any anom
for cooling or measuring fields in the range 50 kOe,HFC
,120 kOe.

FIG. 3. Dependence of the exchange bias field,HE , on the
cooling field, HFC , along 0° toT550 K(h) or T561 K(,).
The lines are guides to the eye.
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The lack of discontinuities inHE(HFC) or HE(Hmax)
when cooling or measuring along 45° for MnF2-Fe or when
cooling along 0° for FeF2-Fe confirms once more the spi
flop to be the origin of the MnF2-Fe results. If the cooling or
measuring field is applied away from the AFM anisotro
axis one would not expect to have a spin-flop transitio
consequently there should be no anomaly inHE . Moreover,
due to its large anisotropy, FeF2 has its spin-flop field,HSF

5400 kOe, thusH5120 kOe should not affectHE , as ob-
served.

These results indicate that spin-flop transitions can be
ily studied in AFM thin films using exchange bias. The se
sitivity of most other techniques would become inadequ
when the AFM layers become very thin. However, exchan
bias relies on the magnetization of the FM layer in a F
AFM couple, thus, in principle, this technique should wo
independently of the AFM layer thickness.

The origin of the irreversibilities inHE is more puzzling
because the AFM-SF-AFM transitions are reversible in AF
single crystals.31 However, although the SF transition ismac-
roscopically reversible, it may bemicroscopicallyirrevers-
ible. This microscopic irreversibility may give us a clue o
possible mechanisms for the behavior ofHE . Following
Malozemoff’s model,7 if the AFM layer breaks up into do-
mains and the size of these domains is larger when cros
the SF-AFM boundary than when crossing the paramagne
AFM boundary, this could lead to a reduction ofHE . Also,
if crossing the SF-AFM phase boundary changes the or
tation of the AFM interface spins due to the different inte
action between the AFM and FM spins before crossing
different phase boundaries, this could lead to~a! a change in
the interface coupling, which based on Koon’s9 model could
reduceHE , or ~b! a reduction in the number of uncompe
sated AFM interface spins~e.g., by a change in AFM domain
size! which according to the model of Takanoet al.16 should
reduceHE . Finally, following the model of Kiwiet al.,13,15

the changes in the AFM spin structure in the SF phase wo
modify the FM spin structure at the interface which in tu

FIG. 4. Dependence of the exchange bias field,HE , on the
maximum field of the hysteresis loops,Hmax, after cooling toT
510 K in HFC52 kOe along 0°. The arrow shows the change
exchange bias field,HE , for a Hmax50.6 kOe~solid symbol! hys-
teresis loop measured after theHmax5120 kOe hysteresis loop
The lines are guides to the eye.
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would affect HE . Note that the last case does not rea
assume an irreversible change of the AFM spin structure
an irreversible change of the FM interface structure.

In conclusion, we have observed that the effect of cool
and measuring in fields larger than the AFM spin-flop fie
in exchange biased AFM(MnF2)-FM(Fe) bilayers is to re-
duce HE irreversibly. The results can be qualitatively e
plained using some exchange bias models if an irrevers
.
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change of the interface spin structure is assumed. Note
these results can be interpreted as exchange bias bei
‘‘minor’’ loop effect, i.e., exchange bias systems should on
exhibit reversible loop shifts,HE , for fields smaller that the
AFM spin-flop field. This could be particularly relevant fo
epitaxial or single-crystal AFM’s with low anisotropies.
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